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Tourist ports and urban
development
Rosario Pavia

In recent years, the
redevelopment of Genoa's
old port has revealed a
tourist attraction for big port
cities and port areas. After
ten years of closure and
exclusion (major ports are
today still separated from
the city by barriers and
fences) and thanks to the
decentralisation of
commercial traffic in the
new areas of Voltri, the old
port has rejoined the
historical city.
Decentralisation has not
only allowed the
recuperation of storage and
pier areas but also a more
urban-compatible utilisation
of the port. In the space of a
few years, the old port has
been transformed in to large
urban square and is on of
the more significant urban
centres in terms of
symbolism and beauty.
Despite the presence of the
highway, Genoa has
renewed its relationship with
the sea. Doubtlessly, the
success of this initiative is
evident in the sheer size of
the tourist port. This
situation in Genoa
demonstrates that port
activities can exist
alongside the urban
lifestyle. This port offers its
city and visitors a beautiful
and fascinating waterfront.
And the relationship is
reciprocal - with a quality
historical centre, the city
can, in fact, take the
opportunity to connect with
the seaside in a way that is
impossible when marine
areas are dissipated along
the coast line and far from
urban centres.
However, the example
found in Genoa is indicative
of a tendency, not a rule. In
the big port cities of Italy,
the process of urban
redevelopment proceeds
with extreme difficulty.
The presence of tourist
ports in the heart of the city
is an important starting point
for the complete re-
development of the

shoreline.
One statistic highlights the
marginality of port activities
in the big Italian ports: of
the 116.873 available boat
spaces in Italy (2002), those
found in tourist ports and
connected in some way to
the historical city, are only
8.000-9.000.
What causes this
marginalisation? In the big
coastal cities, the port
authorities manage the port
area. For this reason, the
priority is given to activities
connected with cargo and
passenger traffic. The
continuous increase in
maritime traffic has created
a strong demand on port
areas and advanced
technology for the logistics
and movement of goods.
The port has become a
specialized system which
requires autonomy,
efficiency, security and
control.
Under such conditions it is
difficult to imagine that the
port authority could consider
space for port tourism. To
do so would require new
quays, new catchment
areas and a new maritime
infrastructure. Furthermore,
the decentralisation of port
activities in Italy is blocked
by intense urbanisation
along the coast: eventual
policies for decentralisation
are connected to the
development of new
seaside infrastructure and
to the reconverting of
disused and industrial areas
within the port zone (as
seen in Brindisi and
Taranto) and a complex
operation of rationalisation
and specialisation of port
systems.
Today, port authorities and
Council administrations are
faced with the often
conflicting developments
needed for port areas. On
the one hand, the primary
consideration for port areas
is that of logistics, but
alternatively the Council
tries to win parts of the sea
for the city. Still, in recent
years, an increased sharing
of objectives between the
two sides has been noticed:
both have understood that

the port economy is
connected not only to its
maritime function, but also
to that of other sectors:
service, industry,
commerce, real-estate
development and culture
and leisure activities.
By now, the real-estate,
urban and employment
effects of redevelopment
have been noted: not only
in the ports of Barcelona
and Marseilles, but also in
Amsterdam, Hamburg and
London. In these cases, the
cities have rediscovered the
sea as a resource, while the
port has opened towards
the city and surrounding
territory. Such examples
sustains the recent attempts
to find a point of balance
between the needs of the
city and those of the ports in
Italy. It is from this point of
view that tourist ports can
carry out an important role
in the reconnection of city
and sea.


